
Driving Zone 2

**About Driving Zone 2**

Driving Zone 2 is a racing simulator for smartphones and tablets. Players can drive through a

large, open world with different vehicles and tune their vehicles individually.

In Driving Zone 2 you drive different vehicles through varied landscapes and drive thrilling races.

There are many different vehicles available, from hatchbacks to sedans or sports cars. You drive

your car not only through the busy streets of a big city, but also over deserted and partly winding

country roads. You also have the option to design your car individually. You have numerous tuning

options to choose from, so you can make both visual and technical changes to your vehicle.

**Driving Zone 2 - Features:**

- Experience a great open game world: In Driving Zone 2 you explore with your vehicle a large, open

game world in which everything is possible. For example, you can drive through the busy streets of

a big city or over deserted country roads, where you will find wonderful landscapes. You can drive

both during the day and at night. You also have to adapt your driving style to the respective

weather conditions in the game. You have to be careful when it's e.g. snowing because the roads

are a lot slipperier than normal. Even if you want to drive fast and try daring overtaking maneuvers:

make sure that you do not build too many accidents and your car does not break.

- Tune your vehicles: To increase the performance of your vehicle, you have the opportunity to

improve your cars through various tunings. For example, if you buy an engine upgrade, your vehicle

will get a speed boost.

- Design your vehicles: In order to drive vehicles that really meet your taste, you have the

opportunity to personalize your cars. You can change both the interior and the body of your

vehicle. Choose matching bumpers, pick an extraordinary steering wheel and equip your car with

special effects such as neon lights on the bottom of the vehicle.

Conclusion: Driving Zone 2 impresses with a large and varied game world in which there is a lot to

discover. With the numerous vehicles and vehicle types you can race on different roads and try

many maneuvers


